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WHY ONLY US
LANGUAGE AND EVOLUTION
Robert C. Berwick and Noam Chomsky
Berwick and Chomsky draw on recent developments in linguistic theory to offer an evolutionary account of language and humans' remarkable, species-specific ability to acquire it.
March 2016 • 224 pp., 4 color, 7 b&w illus. • $22.95/£15.95
978-0-262-03424-1

CREATING LANGUAGE
INTEGRATING EVOLUTION, ACQUISITION, AND PROCESSING
Morten H. Christiansen and Nick Chater
Foreword by Peter W. Culicover
A work that reveals the profound links between the evolution, acquisition, and processing of language, and proposes a new integrative framework for the language sciences.
April 2016 • 256 pp., 18 illus. • paper • $30.00/£20.95
978-0-262-03431-9

THE BOUNDARIES OF BABEL
The Brain and the Enigma of Impossible Languages
Second Edition
Andrea Moro
with a new foreword by Noam Chomsky
The new edition of a pioneering book that examines research at the intersection of contemporary theoretical linguistics and the cognitive neurosciences.
2015 • 328 pp., 24 illus. • paper • $37.00/£25.95
978-0-262-02985-8

CONCEPTS, SYNTAX, AND THEIR INTERFACE
THE THETA SYSTEM
Tanya Reinhart
Edited by Martin Everaert, Marijana Marelj, and Eric Reuland
A systematic exposition of Reinhart's Theta System, with extensive annotations and essays that capture subsequent developments.
April 2016 • 208 pp. • paper • $30.00/£22.95
978-0-262-03413-5

(RE)LABELING
Carlo Cecchetto and Caterina Donati
A new theory of labeling that sheds light on such syntactic phenomena as relativization, successive cyclicity, island phenomena, and Minimality effects.
2015 • 226 pp. • paper • $33.00/£22.95
978-0-262-02872-1

BIRDSONG, SPEECH, AND LANGUAGE
EXPLORING THE EVOLUTION OF MIND AND BRAIN
Edited by Johan J. Bolhuis and Martin Everaert
Prominent scholars consider the cognitive and neural similarities between birdsong and human speech and language.
March 2016 • 560 pp., 93 illus. • paper • $34.00/£23.95
978-0-262-02884-9

CONTIGUITY THEORY
Norvin Richards
An argument that the word order of a given language is largely predictable from independently observable facts about its phonology and morphology.
June 2016 • 388 pp., 4 illus. • paper • $38.00/£26.95
978-0-262-02882-5

A TWO-TIERED THEORY OF CONTROL
Idan Landau
A theory of control, equally grounded in syntax and semantics, that argues that obligatory control is achieved either through predication or through logophoric anchoring.
2015 • 128 pp. • paper • $25.00/£17.95
978-0-262-02736-1
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